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Abstract— Presence of shadow in VHR images usually 

affects information present in the shadow. In this paper we 

have proposed a method for obtaining reconstructability of 

shadow areas in VHR images. In the proposed method first 

shadow areas are detected through shadow mask. Shadow 

and non-shadow area are separated. Histogram of shadow 

and non-shadow area are applied to eight criteria working at 

the texture and pixel level. Values obtained by means of 

criteria are compared with reference values. It will provide 

objective assessment of reconstructability of shadow area. If 

shadow area is reconstructable then it is reconstructed by 

using additive and ycbcr reconstruction technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

VHR remote sensed images show very fine details of 

features such as building, roads, vehicles, and trees. 

Therefore, the VHR satellite imageries support a range of 

services, especially in urban areas, for city planning and 

monitoring, urban change detection, estimation of human 

activities/population, and urban object/feature detection. 

Very high spatial resolution entails also some downsides 

like the unwanted presence of shadows. The shadow is one 

of the most common types of error seen in remotely sensed 

data. Shadow may cause severe problem like false colour 

tone, wrong shape and size of object. To overcome this 

drawback necessary steps are shadow detection and shadow 

reconstruction. In general after detection of shadow regions 

reconstruction techniques try to remove this unwanted 

presence by compensating the value of shaded pixels. 

The Processing of shadow relies on image 

processing and pattern recognition tools. 

Digital image processing method for remote sensed 

images is given in [5]. This consists of four steps i.e. Image 

correction, Image transformation, Image Enhancement and 

Image Classification. Multispectral classification is an 

information extraction process that analyses these spectral 

signatures and assigns the pixels to classes based on similar 

signature. 

The application perspective of remotely sensed 

optical imaginary is enhanced through the increase in 

resolution spatial. Aliaksei Makarau mentions a method 

which uses black body radiator model for the description of 

the illumination model [4]. An approach that uses 

normalized saturation value difference index in Hue 

saturation value colour space to detect shadows and 

exploits histogram matching to recover the information 

under shadows [3]. The detection ad classification tasks are 

implemented by means of the state of the art support vector 

machine approach. A quality check mechanism is 

integrated in order to reduce subsequent misreconstruction 

problems. The reconstruction is based on a linear regression 

method to compensate shadow regions by adjusting the 

intensities of the shaded pixels according to the statistical 

characteristics of the corresponding nonshadow regions. 

Moreover borders are explicitly handled by use of adaptive 

morphological filters and linear interpolation for the 

prevention of possible border artifacts in the reconstructed 

image [1]. 

Method used in [2] starts with segmentation of 

colour image. It is then decided if a segment is a shadow by 

examination of its neighbouring segments. They use the 

method introduced in Finlayson to remove the shadows by 

zeroing the shadow’s borders in an edge representation of 

the image, and reintegrating the edge using the method 

introduced by Weiss. This is done for all the colour 

channels thus leaving a shadow free image. 

Unfortunately it may happen that not all shadow 

areas are possible to restore. To deal with this problem it is 

need to use such criteria which will help to know a priori if a 

shadow area can well be recovered. The following criteria 

work either at the pixel level or at the texture level: 

Histogram quantization error (HQE), Gray level ratio 

(GLR), Two samples Kolmogorov Smirnov test (2KS), 

Variance ratio (VR), Negentropy, Angular second moment 

difference, Homogeneity distance and Contrast adjustment. 

In this paper, an algorithm has been proposed for 

assessing reconstructability of shadow areas in VHR 

images. In this method shadow areas are detected using 

shadow mask technique. Then its reconstructability is 

obtained by application of shadow area and non shadow area 

to the above defined criteria.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 

Section II introduces methodology. Section III describes 

experimental results. Lastly section IV gives our conclusion. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

In this paper, the stages included are as shown in “Fig.1,”.It 

consists of shadow detection, assessing reconstructability 

and reconstruction. Our algorithm is developed in matlab 

software. 
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Fig. 1: Flow chart of methodology 

A. Shadow Detection 

It is first step in proposed method .In this first the input 

image is pre-processed to convert it into gray form. By using 

thresholding method, shadow mask is obtained. To deal 

with noise, which may result in the obtained binary mask, 

morphological operators are applied. The choice of 

morphological filters to deal with this problem is motivated 

by their effectiveness and better shape preservation 

capability and by the possibility to adapt them according to 

the image filtering requirements as is the case in the border 

creation. Morphological operators are needed in order to 

remove isolated shadow pixels in a non-shadow area and 

also isolated non-shadow pixels in a shadow area. Then 

edge detection is performed to create border output.  

B. Shadow Reconstructability 

In this step histograms of both shadow and non-shadow area 

are obtained. Then these histograms are compared by means 

of pixel and texture level criteria including Histogram 

Quantization error, Gray level ratio , Kolmogorov Smirnov 

test, variance ratio, Nengentropy, Angular second moment 

difference,  Homogeneity distance and contrast adjustment 

which are listed as C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8 respectively. 

These values are evaluated as follows, 

C1=sum (((HnsY-HsX). ^2)*Px)                             (1) 

C2=no_ zero_ bin_ x/no _zero_ bin_ y                    (2) 

C3=max (abs (cdf (HsX) - cdf (HnsY)))                  (3) 

C4= var (Hs)/var (Hns)                                            (4) 

C5=ng1'*ng2                                                            (5) 

Where, 

ng1 = HsX.* exp (-0.5 * (HsX. ^2)) 

ng2 = HnsY.* exp (-0.5 * (HnsY. ^2)) 

C6=abs (ASMx - ASMy)/ASMy             (6) 

Where, 

ASMx = sum (graycomatrix (Ig _ sh). ^2) 

ASMy = sum (graycomatrix (Ig _ sh). ^2) 

C7=abs (HmgX.Homogeneity- HmgY.Homogeneity)./ 

HmgY.Homogeneity                    (7) 

C8= abs (Cnt X.Contrast –Cnt Y. Contrast) / CntY. Contrast                                                

(8) 

These values are compared with reference values 

given by Threshold vector [0.2944, 0.4286, 0.2118, 0.0040, 

0.0766, 0.8682, 0.0146, 0.2552] from C1 to C8 respectively. 

Thus score is obtained for values less than reference values. 

If score is 0 then shadow is considered as non 

reconstructable. 

C. Shadow Reconstruction 

 If shadow is reconstructable then it is reconstructed by 

using additive method & ycbcr method. We computed the 

average pixel intensities in the shadow and lit areas of the 

image and added this difference to the pixels in the shadow 

areas. We converted the images to the ycbcr colour-space. 

After, we used the additive method for the correction on the 

Y channel, and the model-based method for the correction 

of the cb and cr channels. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The approach of assessing reconstructability has been 

applied to some SATELLITE image. Here are some results 

in Figure to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. 

Results for two different images are shown in “Fig.1,” and 

“Fig.2”. In “Fig.1,” input image is given in (a) is pre-

processed as shown in (b). Shadow mask obtained is given 

in (c).Border creation output is (d) to identify shadow area 

and non shadow area. By using similar steps results for 

second image are given in “Fig.2,” as (f), (g), (h), (i). 

Histogram of shadow area and non shadow area are given in 

(e) and (j). These histograms are applied to criteria c1 to c8 

given above .The values obtained are listed in Table.1.By 

comparing these values with reference values 

reconstructability result is obtained in given in (e) and (j). 

With these results shadow in Image 1(Fig.1) is 

reconstructable while Image 2(Fig.2) is non reconstructable 

.Reconstructable shadow area is reconstructed by using 

additive method and ycbcr method given in “Fig.3”. 

    
(a)    (b) 

     
(c)    (d) 
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Fig. 2: Results for Image1 (a) Input Image (b) Pre-processed 

output (c) Shadow mask (d) Border creation output (e) 

Shadow boundaries, histogram of shadow and non shadow 

area and shadow is reconstructable result. 

     
(f)   (g) 

 
(h) 

 
Fig. 3: Results for Image 2(a) Input Image (b) Pre-processed 

output (c) Shadow mask (d) Border creation output (e) 

Shadow boundaries, histogram of shadow and non shadow 

area and shadow is not reconstructable result. 

Criteria Image1 Image2 

C1 0.2544 0.8806 

C2 0.7778 0.5000 

C3 0.2118 0.3758 

C4 0.2585 0.4259 

C5 0.5236 0.2713 

C6 0.5319 7.1950 

C7 0.1605 0.1593 

C8 0.5538 0.8620 

Table 1: Obtained values for criteria 

 
Fig. 4: Shadow reconstruction output 

IV. CONCLUSION  

A method to detect and evaluate reconstructability of 

shadow area is proposed. Shadow detection is performed by 

masking the shadow area. Morphological operators help to 

avoid misclassification of shadow and non shadow pixels. 

Reconstructability of shadow area is assessed by applying 

shadow and non shadow area to the reconstruction criteria. 

They differ from each other statistical and textural 

information .For image 1 among the eight criteria two 

criteria gives the satisfactory results so result is 

reconstructable. For image 2, it is found that all the obtained 

criteria values are greater than threshold value, so result for 

it is non reconstructable. Shadow area found reconstructable 

by this objective assessment is reconstructed by additive and 

ycbcr method. In this method pixel intensities in light and 

shadow areas are computed and then this difference is added 

to the pixels in the shadow areas .Shadow area is partially 

reconstructed by this method. 
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